Our Man in the Orient

Our Man in the Orient is Dr. George L. Cross, and the pictures he took of Thailand, Japan, Hong Kong and Hawaii while a member of the Alumni Association’s Far East tour make him a noteworthy photographer as well as an outstanding college president.

Postage Stamp Scholars

The Correspondence Study Department at O.U. is a problem-solving, self-supporting outfit which gives credit in a multitudinous number of college and high school courses, serving persons from Mulhall, Oklahoma, to Mulheim, West Germany.

A View from the Wall

Correspondent Hugh Morgan reports on the first foreign program established by the University, a six-week summer seminar in Munich in cooperation with the Institute for the Study of U.S.S.R. and attended by 14 O.U. students.

Quest for a Quarterback

Our fearful football forecaster nervously hems, haws and hedges for a few paragraphs before making his prediction, and although Nostradamus will probably spin in his grave because of our prognosticator’s perspicacity, the points he makes are valid.
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the cover

The wife of Sooner Magazine photographer G. L. Cross pauses in the outer garden of the Meiji Shrine to chat with one of Tokyo’s most appealing citizens. The Cross photographs of the 1963 O.U. Alumni Tour of the Far East are featured in Our Man in the Orient on page 2.